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1. INTRODUCTION 
In response to questions posed by physicists concerned with building algebraic 
models, we investigated in [I] derivations and automorphisms of Mn(A), 
n x n matrices with entries in an arbitrary (not necessarily associative) algebra c-l 
with identity 1. Included in that study were results on the derivations and 
automorphisms of algebras obtained from M,(A) using the Jordan product 
x oy = +(~y + ye) and the Lie product [xy] = xy - yx. This present paper 
continues in a similar vein, but focuses attention on the algebra H,(A, a) of 
matrices in &fn(A) which are symmetric relative to an involution 0 fixing the 
diagonal idempotents. Such an involution is termed canonical. As in the case 
that A is associative, corresponding to o are an involution * of A and a diagonal 
invertible matrix u = diag{y, ,..., m} such that U(X) = u-~(s*)~u, where t 
denotes the transpose. The diagonal entries yi lie in the nucleus N of -4, and 
i- YZ - yi for each i. In the derivation algebra Der H,(A, 0) is a subalgebra 
denoted by Der, A, since it is isomorphic to the algebra of derivations of A 
which commute with *. Also contained in Der I-I,(A, u) is the subalgebra 
ad,ll(,,,) of inner derivations by matrices which have entries in N, and which are 
skew relative to 0. The main result is that for 11 >J 4, Der H,(.4, u) = 
a4y,(N.0) + Der, A. 
More diversity can arise in the automorphism group of H,(il, o), but the 
common feature is the subgroup Aut,(M,(A)) consisting of automorphisms of 
&&(A) which commute with (T. If A is finite dimensional, this subgroup has 
finite index in Aut H,(A, a). Examples demonstrate that it need not be all of 
Aut H,(A, o), and depending on A, its index may be arbitrarily large. 
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2. THE DERIVATION ALGEBRA DerH,(iZ,u) 
Let A be an arbitrary algebra with multiplicative identity 1 over the field @, 
and let N denote the nucleus of A. That is: 
N = {a E A / (a, b, c) = (b, a, c) = (b, c, a) = 0 for all b, c E .4} 
where (a, b, c) = (ab)c - a(bc). If fifn(A) denotes the algebra of II x n matrices 
with entries in A, then an easy calculation shows that the nucleus of M,(A) is 
M,(N). In particular, included in the nucleus of M,(A) are the matrix units et3 . 
PROPOSITION 1. Let o be an involution of M,(A) with cr(eJ = ezL for all i. 
Then there exist a diagonal invertible matrix u = diag{ 1 = y1 ,..., y,,} and an 
involution * of A such that U(X) = ~-l(x*)~ II where t denotes the transpose. The 
matrix u lies in Mn(N), and y: = yz for each i. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.12 in [l] that every antiautomorphism u of 
M,(A) fixing the ei, is given by U(X) = u~W(x)u. Here u = diag{y, = 1, ya ,..., yn> 
is an invertible matrix in M,(N), and 0” is the antiautomorphism of 11/3,(A) 
obtained by applying an antiautomorphism 0 of A to each matrix entry, then 
taking the transpose of the resulting matrix. Thus, u(ueiJ = yj%(u) yzeji , and 
aeij = uz(aez,) = y;%(y,) F(a) e(y~‘) yjeij . Since y1 = 1, when both i and j are 
1 the last equation shows that 0 is an involution on A. Also when a = 1 and 
j = 1, e,, = y;‘O(y,) e,, proves that yi = O(yl) for each i. The proof is complete 
once we adopt the notation a* = O(a). 1 
Remark. In [4, Lemma 1, p. 31 I] Jacobson and Rickart showed that this 
result holds in case A is associative. Their proof can be adapted to prove Pro- 
position 1 by observing that each u(enJ lies in MJN) since the nucleus M,(N) 
is mapped onto itself by antiautomorphisms of M,(A). 
Now let &(A, u) denote {X E Mn(A) 1 U(X) = X} and assume char 0 f 2. 
Then H,(A, 0) is an algebra under the Jordan product x 0 y = $(~y -I- yx), 
and it is generated by the elements: 
a($ = aeij + y;la*yieji. 
It follows that u(C) = (u + yy’a*y,) ei, and CZ(;~) = yj’u*yz(ji). Multi- 
plication in H,(S, a) is given by the formula: 
2a(ij) 0 b(kZ) = S,,ab(iZ) + S,,ba(kj) 
+ Sriy;‘a y&P) + S,,q3*y&k) (1) 
where S,, denotes the Kronecker delta. Either using this formula with CZ($) = 
$(jz’) = ei, or using a direct calculation one can verify that for i, k, E distinct: 
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ei, 0 b(d) = &b(d), 
t?ii 0 b(ki) = &b(ki), 
e,, 0 b(kZ) = 0, 
t?$i 0 b(G) = b(i), 
eLL 0 b(ZZ) = 0. 
(2) 
LEMMA 2. Let T be a Zinear transformation on H,,(A, u) such that T(eii 0 x) = 
ei, 0 T(x) for each i. Then for each Z # i T induces a transformation T,, on A such 
that T(a(iZ)) = Ti,(a)(iZ). 
Proof. It is apparent from the relations derived in (2) that for 
i f I, A(iZ) = {x E H,(A, CJ) ) e,, 0 x = +x = e,, 0 x} = A(Zi). The definition 
of T implies that A(iZ) is T-invariant, so that for each a E A there is a b E A with 
T(a(iZ)) = b(iZ). The transformation desired is given by Tic(a) = b. 1 
Remark. Such a transformation T also leaves invariant the space A(G) since 
it can be characterized as {x E H,(A, o) i ei, 0 x = xl. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that char @ + 2 and n 3 4, and that a E Der H,(A, U) 
has the property that a(e,J = 0 f OY all i. Then there is a diagonal skew matrix w 
with entries in the nucZeus of A and a derivation A of A such that 
(i) A(a*) = A(a)* for aZZ a E A, and 
(ii) if A+ is the transformation obtained by applying A to each matrix entry, 
entry, then a = A# + ad, + ad, where v is the diagonal matrix 
diag{iy;l Ah),..., bG’ A(m)>. 
Proof. The derivation a satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2, so a induces 
a transformation ai, on A for each i # 1. It is a consequence of the product 
formula that 
a($ 0 b( jZ) = $ab(iZ) 
for i, j, 1 distinct, and a acting on this relation shows that the induced trans- 
formations are related by the equation: 
4dab) = 4&4b + a%(b). (3) 
If Q = a,,(l), then Eq. (3) implies: 
(4) 
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A special case of (4) is the relation: 
Reversing the roles of j and I in this expression gives E?, = 01%~ + ollJ , and 
these two results combine to yield: 
In order to deduce further relationships among the transformations ahi , we 
prove next that each a,j lies in the nucleus N of A. For every a, b E A and 
i, j, k, 1 distinct, 
(l(i) 0 a( jk)) 0 b(kZ) = l(;i) 0 (u( jk) o b(kl)) 
since both terms equal &b(d). Th e action of a on this equation shows that 
(mlja)b 1 a,,(ab), and hence that olij lies in the left nucleus of -4. By similar 
calculations done with 1 in the middle and right positions, it follows that each ai, 
belongs to N. 
Next we define: 
a;,(a) = a,,(u) - a,,u + UOll] (7) 
where (~,r = 0 whenever i = 1. Results in (4), (5), and (6) can be used to 
conclude air(u) = a:,(u) and 6;,(b) = a;,(b). C onsequently, all the a;, are equal, 
and we call this common mapping d. A rearrangement of (7) gives 
a,,(u) = 4) + azlu - aa,, (8) 
and if each transformation in (3) is expressed in this fashion, then using the 
fact that each olzi lies in N, one can readily deduce d is a derivation. 
To obtain additional properties of d we apply a to a(iZ) = $u*rL(Zi). The 
first step is to note that this says &ail(a)* yi = &(~~‘u*y,). The second is to 
replace 8,, and ati using (8) and then to multiply through by yr on the left and 
ril on the right. The result is the following equation: 
o(u)* +u*ol**, - &z* = Yz 4G1) a* + A@*) +a* A(YL) r;’
+ yP,,y;la* - u*yp,]y;l. 
TO simplify this expression, let yp = d(r,) ~7’ - yz~iIy;l - azl and observe 
that &) A’ = --r&T’) since d on ytyrl = 1 is 0. Thus, the above equation 
reduces to 
d(u)* = o(u*) + u*y, - y$z”. 
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Ifi=landa=l,thensincey,= 0 and d(I) = 0, it must be that yz = 0 
for all 1. Therefore: 
and 
A(u)* = A(a*) for all a E A (9) 
A(%) ril = ai*, + Yi%lYil for all i. (10) 
The meaning of (10) can be made more transparent, if it is multiplied on the 
left by ril and on the right by yi to give: 
The map a + a $- ~T’u*Y~ is a transformation on -4 with kernel equal to [S 1 s := 
--‘yiis*‘ya). Under this map &r;‘A(ri) maps to $A(n), so that any other element 
mapping to r;ld(ri) is given by b;‘A(yJ + s where s is in the kernel. Therefore: 
a<1 = Prz’44 + s, where S, = -y;ls2*y2 . (12) 
The diagonal matrix w = diag{s, ,.. ., s,} is skew relative to the involution 0 
and it lies in MQ(N).Hence if zI is the diagonal matrix with &‘O(~,),..., $r;l’d(m) 
as its entries, and if A# is the derivation of MJA) obtained by applying A to 
each matrix entry, then (8) shows that a on the elements a(iZ) equals A+ + ad,, + 
ad, . 
What remains is to compute the action of 3 on elements of the form ae, t where 
a = glu*y, . Now (X E H,(A, U) ) e, o x = X> consists of precisely those 
elements. This space is &invariant as the remark after Lemma 2 shows, so that 
a(ueJ = a,(u) eiL where a,(u) = ye’ a{(u)* yp. . Let us apply a to the relation 
ueii 0 l(zj) = $&ii>. Calculation shows that a,(u) + aa,j = A(U) + zila - uollj . 
Thus &(a) = A(u) + [olilu]. Th ere ore f a on elements of the form ue,, , as well 
as on all others, equals A# + ad, + ad, , and we are done. 1 
Let us adopt the notation &(A, u) = {x E M,(A) 1 u(x) = -x} for the skew 
matrices relative to 0. Each involution of &In(A) induces an involution on 
M,(N), and so let S,(N, cr) be the set of skew elements in M,(N). 
LEMMA 4. Let 8 be un arbitrury derivation of H,(A, 0). Then there is a 
y E S,(N, 0) such that a + ad, = a’ bus the property that a’(eJ = 0 for all i. 
Proof. From the relation eb = eii we see that eii o a(.?,,) = $a(e,,), and thus 
a&) = Cgzi &(is). Now a(%) 0 e,j + e,, 0 a(e,,) = 0 implies & = --yjlpzyi . 
Therefore if we define /I,, to be 0 for all i, then y = C jJi,eij lies in &(A, u). 
Moreover, ud,(e,&) = -a(e,J for all i. The proof will be complete one it is 
shown that each pzj belongs to N. 
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Let us apply 8 to the equations eit o I = &(;j) and ejj 0 U(Y) = ~cz($ to 
deduce: 
a(U(ii)) = C - Psdsj) + C +j.dis) + Eda>( (13) 
s+o sz, 
Note that all the coefficients are determined by the /3’s and by a except the (zj) 
coefficient, which is denoted as tl,(a). Thus, 8 on u(G) o b(jk) = $zb(ik) gives: 
(14) 
For s distinct from i, j, and k we deduce from ( 14) that Bai is in the left nucleus 
and firs is in the right. Thus, by choosing appropriate subscripts we can prove 
that all the p’s are in both the left and right nuclei. We use that fact to compute 
the (ij) coefficient in equation (14). The result is: 
(“&k)(~il~“~j) + &@fikj)*3/j = 0. 
Thus it follows from /3$, = --yj1/3z7y7C and from yj E N that /Ijk is in the middle 
nucleus, and that y E S,(N, u) as desired. i 
Given any derivation A of iz, let A” denote the derivation of AZ,(A) obtained 
by applying A to each matrix entry. In [I] we proved that Der M,,,(A) = 
(Der 9)” + ud,,,fN) so that Theorem 3 and Lemma 4 imply Der H,(.4, o) C 
Der Mn(A). Every a E Der M,(A) . is a so 1 a derivation relative to the product 
x oy = i(xy + yx), but not every such a necessarily maps H,(A, a) into itself. 
However, if w E S,(N, u) then ad,,. E Der H,(d, a). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose d E Der A has the property that d(u*) = d(u)* for all 
a E A. 1f~ = diag{&‘& ) , ,..., ~y~‘d(y,)}, then a = A# + ad, E Der H,,(A, a). 
Proof. It suffices to show that a maps H,(A, u) into itself. Now a(~($) = 
{d(U) + $yi’&& - +y~lA(yj)} et, + {&T’u*yf) +- $y~l&,) y;la*yi - 
Q~~la*ri~~‘d(Yi)} eji . Using the relation d(y,) r;-i + rjd(ril) = 0 and the 
fact that d(u*) = A(u)*, we see that the (j, i) coefficient is indeed rj’[A(u) + 
+y;lLl(y,)u - &zy~lLl(y,)}* yz . 1 
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Let Der, A denote the derivations of &(A, u) obtained in Lemma 5, and 
observe that it is a subalgebra of Der H,(A, u). If a E Der, A and a = d# + 
ad, = 0, then since yi = 1, a(ae,,) = d(a) e,, = 0 for all a such that a* = a. 
Thus z’ == 0 since rT = yi , and a(a(zj)) = 0 for all a implies d = 0. This 
shows that Der, A is isomorphic to (0 E Der A / o(a*) = d(u)*). Combining 
Theorem 3. Lemmas 4 and 5 and these remarks we conclude: 
THEOREM 6. Let A be any arbitrary algebra with 1 over @ where char @ # 2, 
and let H,(=l, a) denote the symmetric matrices relative to a canonical involution (T 
given by U(X) := n-l(~*)~ u. If n 3 4, then Der H,(A, CT) = uds?(,,,) + Der, A 
where S,(-V, u) denotes the skew matrices relative to o with entrees in the nucleus 
N of A, and Der, A w {A E Der A j o(u*) = o(u)*}. 
COROLLARY 7. Let X be any associative algebra with 1 such that Der N = ad, . 
Ifn 2 4, the-n Der H,(N, u) = uds,(N,o) . 
Proof. Suppose d E Der N, and d(u*) = o(u)* for all a. Then d = ad, 
for some .I, and [x, u*] = [~a]* = -[x*, u*] implies N + x* = a lies in the 
center of N. Therefore x = 01/2 + s where s* = -s, and d ::= ad, . The 
derivation A* equals ud,V, and 
dip + addisp((ll~)y;~~(vl).....(1/2)v,~~(v,)) = a4 
where r =_ diag{&(s - ?/;‘s*yi),... p(s - ~$s*Y~)}. Thus, r E S,(N, a) and by 
Theorem 6, Der H,(A’, u) = uds,(N,o) . 
COROLLARY 8 [5, Theorem 9, p. 2541. If N is any finite dimensional central 
simple associative algebra and if n > 4, then Der H,(N, u) = uds,(n,n) . 
Proof. Der N = ad, (see Jacobson [3], Herstein [2], or Benkart and 
Osborn [l]). i 
As we witnessed in the proof of Corollary 7, if s E N and s* -L -s, then 
ad, E Der, .+I n ad, (N,u) where r = diag{s - y;is*yi ,..., s - ~$s*rn}. In fact, 
as the next proposytion demonstrates, Der, ,4 n ad, (N,o) n consists of exactly 
those elements. 
PROPOSITION 9. Der, A n uds,(N,O) = {ad, 1 r = diag{s - y;ls*yl ,..., 
s - y;‘s*~,~] where s E N and s* = -s). 
Proof. Suppose ad, E Der, A n udS,(N,o) . Then ud,(e,,) == 0 for all i, 
which implies 4 is a diagonal matrix, say 4 = diag{p, ,..., qn). Since Q E S,(N, u), 
it follows that r;‘qTy, = -qi for all i. In particular & = -ql , and after 
subtracting 
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from ad, , we can assume ad, lies in the intersection, and q = diagfq, ,..., qn} 
where q1 =-= 0. But then 
and qla - aqJ m= o(a) + L,r;‘A(yi)a - $ay;‘O(y,) for all a E A. 
By letting i = 1 and a = 1, we see q7 = i~;‘A(r~). But this says qz is both 
skew and symmetric relative to the involution a + y;‘a*y, . Hence all qi = 0 
and we are done. g 
EXAMPLE. Let us apply these results to the case that d is an octonion 
algebra and * is the standard involution on A. Now A = @l I- A, where 
A”={.vE=1/x*= -x}, and A, can be further characterized as the space 
spanned by the associators in A. (See Jacobson [6, p. 11, Proposition 21, or 
Schafer [7, pp. 79-801.) Thus, both @l and A, are left invariant by all derivations 
of A, and {A E Der A 1 d(a*) = A(a)*} = Der A. The nucleus in this instance 
is just Cpl, and it contains no nonzero skew elements. If U(X) = u-~(x*)~ u 
where u = diag{y, = 1, y2 ,..., m} and if n 3 4, then Der H,(A, u) = 
Der, A @ ads,(9,0), where in fact Der, A and adsn(o,o) are ideals of Der H,(A, m). 
The algebra Der, A M Der A is a Lie algebra of type Gs , and adsn(o,o) is of 
type B, if n = 2R + 1 or of type D, if n = 2k. This example demonstrates that 
Theorem 6 is not true if II = 3, for as is well known [q or [7], Der H&A, u) is 
a Lie algebra of type F,, . 
3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF &(A, u) 
Before turning our attention to the automorphisms of H,(A, u) we obtain 
a different description of Der H,(A, u). Let us write x0 for U(X) and define: 
Der, M,(A) = (a E Der M,(A) 1 a(~) = a(x)“]. 
LEMMA 10. Der H,(A, u) = Der, M,(A) ifn > 4 and char @ f 2. 
Proof. Observe that Der, M,(A) is precisely the set of all derivations of 
which leave invariant H,(A, U) and S,(A, u). Thus, 
Der, M,(A) _C Der H,(A, u). 
Now as we remarked earlier, Der H,(A, u) C Der M,(A), and if a($ is replaced 
by aeii - .yjla*yieJi in the proof of Lemma 5, the argument there will show that 
a E Der, A implies B(S,(A, u)) C &(A, u). S ince the commutator of two skew 
elements is skew, ads,(N,c) C Der, Mn(A) also. Therefore Der H,(A, u) C 
Der, M,(A) and they are equal. 1 
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Remark. The associative version of Lemma 10 can be found in Jacobson 
[S, Corollary 3, p. 1431. 
Let us write Aut M,(A) and Aut H,(A, u) for the automorphism groups of 
M,(A) and H,(A, a), and define: 
Aut, &&(A) = {v E Aut M&4) 1 &v”) = +)“). 
It follows that Aut, Mn(9) C Aut H,(A, o ), and whenever A is finite dimensional 
one can say more: 
THEOREM I 1. Let A be a jinite dimensional algebra with I, and suppose 
char CD # 2 and n > 4. Then Aut, M,(A) hasjinite index in Aut H,(,4, u). 
Proof. Let zll ,..., va be a basis for H,(A, u) and up+r ,..., z’, be a basis for 
S,(A, a), and assume v,vj = & .E&v~ . Suppose v E Aut M,(A) is given by 
+4> = L %zVu, . Then p belongs to Aut, M,(A) if and only if ‘ppi satisfies the 
following polynomial equations: 
x-,&i = 0, where 1 < p < q and q + 1 < i -<, r, 
or vice versa (15) 
z KL2&EuYP - c 5i3kXpk = 0 where 1 < i < q o 1 < p < q, 
IL.” lc 
and similarly for the pairs j, v and k, p. 
Thus, K = Aut, M,(A) is an algebraic group since it is a closed subgroup 
of the algebraic group Aut M,(A). Using the relations above and the argument 
in [8, p. 341 one can show that the Lie algebra of K is Der, M,(A). Now G = 
Aut H,(A, U) is an algebraic group with Lie algebra equal to Der H,(A, u). 
Therefore since G > K, and their Lie algebras are equal by Lemma 10, it follows 
from [8, Proposition 4, p. 331 that K has finite index in G. 1 
As the next example illustrates, these two groups need not be equal. 
EXAMPLE. Let A = H,(@, t) be the algebra of symmetric matrices under 
the transpose mapping, and let the involution u on M,(A) also be given by 
x0 = .zt. (Here u = I and * is the identity map, which is an involution on A 
since 4 is commutative.) Now H,(A, u) is generated by the elements aeii and 
a($ for i #j. Thus, H,(A, u) w A @ H,(@, t) where the product is given by 
(a @ x) 0 (b @ y) = a o b @ x o y. We identify H,(A, u) with A @ H,(@, t) and 
M,(A) with A @ M,(o). The mapping # which interchanges A and H,(@, t) 
is an automorphism of H,(A, a). If $ belonged to Aut M,(A), then sl, would map 
the nucleus M,(N) = N @ M,(a) onto itself. Using the relations (a 0 eii) 0 ejj - 
a 0 (ei, 0 eJ3 ) = 0 and (a 0 eii) 0 l(g) - a 0 (eii o l(g)), one can show that the 
nucleus N of A is just @. Thus 4 belongs to Aut H,(A, u) but not to Aut, Mn(-4). 
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If A is taken to be the tensor product of algebras isomorphic to H,(@, t), then 
the index of Aut, M,(A) in Aut H,(A, u can be made arbitrarily large. ) 
To conclude our investigations we consider automorphisms of H,(A, U) with 
the property that v(eii) = eii . The results lead to: 
PROPOSITION 10. Let n 2 4 and char @ # 2. Assume C,J is an automorphism 
of H,(A, u) with v(e2J = epz for each i. Then there is an automorphism # of A 
and an invertible diagonal matrix w = diag{ol, ,..., CY,} with entries in the nucleus 
N of A such that CJJ = xW$#. Here xW denotes conjugation by w and I+F is obtained 
by applying X/J to each matrix entry. Also #(a*) = $(a)* for each a E A, qrj?$ = 
#(y;‘) for each j, and 9) E Aut, M,(A). 
Proof. Lemma 2 shows that every such 9 induces a transformation vii on A 
for each i # 2. These transformations are l-1 and onto. Let OL,~ E A be such that 
p(l(iZ)) = ~(il). This relation is valid for i = 1 as well, and since I(ii) = 2eiL , 
it follows that .zii = 1. Now for i, j, K, I distinct we have: 
(l(Y) 0 a( jh)) 0 b(hE) = I($) 0 (a( jh) o b(M)). 
Applying v to this relation gives (olijvik(a)) vkl(b) = qj(qJk(a) vB1(b)), and 
since the induced transformations are onto, olij belongs to the left nucleus of A. 
Similar calculations show that the 01’s lie in the middle and right nuclei as well, 
and hence belong the nucleus N of A. Let us deduce some further properties 
of the 01’s. 
Apply C,I to the relation a($ 0 b( jZ) -= H b( ‘1) Ia z an s ecialize to the case b = 1. d p 
The result is: 
w(a) = %(a) OLiZ - (16) 
If a is also chosen to be 1, then (16) reads: 
CQ = or,jaj, . (17) 
Now, &a) = vzl(a) (Yap, and combining this with (16) gives v%r(a) = vii(a) CQ’Y~~ 
Since yt2 is onto, we may choose a so that &a) = 1, and thereby obtain: 
Let us define &(a) = LYlivii(a) CQ . Relations (16) and (17) can be used to 
verify that &(a) = &(a). The counterpart to Eq. (16) obtained by letting 
a = 1, is: 
~tdb) = atjyjdb). (19) 
This equation can be used to conclude that the second subscript can be altered 
as well. Thus, all the y’ mappings are equal, and we call this common map #. 
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It follows immediately from viz(&) = yij(a) p,&(b) and (18) that # is an auto- 
morphism on A. Moreover, since vi?(a) = CQ~&(U) olij = C&(CZ) olli for all 
a E A and i # j, we see that on each A(ij), 9) = x,&# where I,P is the auto- 
morphism of M,(A) obtained by applying # to each matrix entry, and xw is 
conjugation by w = diag{ar, , c+ ,..., a,} where 01~ = alj . Since by Lemma 2 
q~ maps A(C) onto A(ii), for each a E A such that yila*yi = a, v(ueJ = v{(a) e,, 
where vi(u) also has the property that y&(a)* yp = pi(a). Let us apply y to 
the relation aezi 0 l(;j> = a(q) f or such an element u. Thus we obtain, vi(u) olij = 
C&(U) alj , which becomes vi(u) = a&( ) a 9% a ft er multiplication on the right 
by 013h . This confirms that v is the transformation xw#* on all of H,(A, u). 
Using that result we see that 
rp(ue,, + y;lu*yieji) = q/(u) qeij + ~~~#(ys;‘u*y~) oliej, . 
In order for the latter to be in &(A, u) it must be that yj’(a&(u) aj)* yz = 
aj#(Y~lu*Yi) a~ . From this it follows that 
y~‘cqy(u)* * % Yi = WxYi’) +(a*) #(Yi) “i * (20) 
When i = j = 1, this equation reduces to #(a)* = #(a*). 
When i = 1 and j is arbitrary we obtain: 
yj?xj*#(u)* = aT’#(y;l) $(a*). (21) 
After rearrangement, and the specialization a = 1, the equation becomes 
a,y;‘o!3~ = I)(y;‘). (22) 
Finally, xwz,!@(ueij f y;‘u*yieii) = c&(u) ajeij f ~;-‘#(y~‘a*yi) c+e,{ . Equation 
(21) says ~&(y~‘u*y~) 01~ = ye?&* #(yi) 01~ , and (22) implies 
Thus, (x,##)(uetj f yilu*y,eii) = a;‘+(u) a9,eji & y~‘(c&(u) a,)* yzejL . From 
this it is apparent that x&# belongs to Aut, M,(A) as desired. 1 
Remark. When v(l(ij)) = l(zj) for all i andj, then all C+ = 1 and y = t,L@ 
where #(u*) = 4(u)*. This special case appears in Jacobson [5, Theorem 3, 
p. 1301. 
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